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Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering of the FSR FMG (3) 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 16 september 2019 

Location:  

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Siddharth Jethwani, Ana Mar Kreuzenberg Pérez, 

Tom Flipse, Artem Gryshchenko, Birgit Peters, Michael Sivolap, 

Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun Prins, Marc Olsen, Viktoriia 

Akhankova, Nadya Manuputty. 

Absent FSR ’19-20: - 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Council Visibility 

7. Topic 2: CoBos  

8. Topic 3: TAQT Training  

9. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

10. Topic 5: Budget – FSR FMG  

11. Topic 6: Budget - FMG  

12. Topic 7: Diversity Officer  

13. Topic 8: The Toilet Paper  

14. Topic 9: BoS Student Interview  

15. Topic 10: OV Chart  

16. Topic 11: Office Hours  

17. Topic 12: Day of Representatives  

18. Topic 13: Dutch Lessons  

19. Topic 14: Quality Funds  

20. Topic 15: Partnership with FSR-FDG  

21. Topic 16: Maagdenhuisday Training  

20. Any other business 

21. Points for the CSR 

22. Points for the Media 

23. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alexandra opens the meeting at 11:05. 

 

2. Announcements 

Nadya will be a bit late today.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

The concept minutes are set with some changes.  

 

4.  Action list  

The action list gets updated. 

 

5. Mail 

9/9 Green office: Integrating sustainability in education. The green office would like to set up 

a meeting with council members working on the sustainability file. Marc responded to the mail. 

 

10/9 COR: Kort verslag studievoorschotmiddelen 2018/short report on quality funds 2018.  

The GV (COR and CSR together) decided for the 2018 report that the faculty councils can all 

write a short reflection on the procedure and spending of the quality funds at faculty level.  

190916-3: Ana Mar points out who is going to send a reflection to the COR on the 

spending of the quality funds at faculty level (deadline October 1st).  

 

12/9 Tessa Belinfante: Create A Course Challenge voor alle UvA studenten 

190619-4: Taskforce PR posts the Create a course challenge on our social media (after 

the group picture is posted (by Wednesday)).  

 

12/9 Sterre Minkes: OV 3rd of October half an hour later. Robin will let Sterre know that 

moving up the meeting half an hour is okay.  

 

6. Updates 

Artem wants to make sure that the council member who are responsible for weekly updates 

(Artem, Ana Mar, Tom and Alex) make the deadline next week. It would be nice if the chair, 

delegate to the CSR and the committee chairs could send the updates by Saturday morning, or 

Sunday by 11:00 at the latest.  

 

Chair 

Let Me Tell You Project: last week, the Culture file holders had their second meeting with the 

Diversity Officer and Evi regarding the Let Me Tell You project. During this meeting, we 

settled on the visual identity of the project and discussed the following steps in organizing the 

project. Moreover, concerning the budget discussion last week (i.e. investing in renting out 
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CREA studios), we will receive an additional amount of 70 euros that will not impact the 

general budget. 

  Dinner with the Dean: I looked at how FSR FEB 18/19 organized the ‘Dinner with the 

Dean’ event. They had 2 events which they had to pay for, summing up to 800 euros. Each 

dinner had around 20 participants, and required additional materials (e.g. microphone, sound 

system). If we plan to organize it, we must look into the benefits of it, and consider filling in a 

request for additional budget. 

  Maagdenhuis Training: the majority of council members took part in the Maagdenhuis 

Training last Saturday. Members of FdR and FEB were also present, and especially FdR 

expressed their interest in possible future collaboration. Hearing some of the issues they are 

working on, we can look into reaching out and partnering up with different projects (e.g. artistic 

expression, visibility, OR communication). 

  Technical Chair Training: last week, Sid and I had the first session of the technical 

chairing training. Our group consists of CSR and FSR FEB members; thus, we can look into 

future collaborations with them as well. The training takes place every 2 weeks.  

  FSR FMG OV Technical Chair: next Tuesday I will have a meeting with the previous 

technical chair, Isabel, and our future one, Arend, to ensure a better transfer of information. 

 

Committee Chair Organization and Finance 

I would like to provide you with a summary of our first O&F committee meeting from the 

9/09/19. Since it was the very first meeting of our committee, the subjects we talked about had 

a more organisational character. That is, for instance, agreeing on taking turns for taking the 

minutes or agreeing on using slack as main communication mean. We also talked about our 

past meetings that took place for specific files: sustainability has to wait for a document to be 

published, finance is the hot topic of the committee (we will meet with the former Taskforce in 

order to get help on how to respond to the budget draft of 2020), diversity is in action by 

working on the project "Let Me Tell You". Our personal goals have also been discussed.  

All in all, I am really looking forward to working with my committee and while I am still doing 

a bit bad with sticking to the deadlines (of this update), I am sure that we will all manage to 

settle in very quickly.  

 

Committee Chair Education and Communication 

Last week was all about getting to know the files by reading the witboek, contacting former file 

holders and basically using every research skill you have (hey Google). Even before the 

committee meeting, I got word from Viktoriia that the old council members that were doing her 

files, didn’t react on her request to transfer the files asap. I spoke to Casper and he promised he 

would urge all former council members to do it as quickly as possible. If anyone still has 

problems concerning transferring files, please let me know. 
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Since this was our first meeting, I wanted to talk about every file individually. This was a lot 

for one meeting, so the next time I want to focus more on the ‘hot’ topics. I’m going to do the 

same in this update so that I’m not boring everyone.  

  Hot topic 1: BSA. The last council didn’t pay a lot of attention to BSA, but the 

committee believes there are some disparities. Alex and Artem both witnessed that a lot of 

students who hadn’t enough EC to make it to the second year fabricated an excuse to get 

dispensation. They both had the feeling that the students who got dispensation dropped out at a 

later point in the program. Although Alex’s main point is accessibility of education and 

therefore believes that the opportunity to ask for dispensation is a good case we got to the 

conclusion that we need to look into the dispensation aspect of BSA and see if it happens in a 

fair way and if it serves the quality of education at the UvA.  

  Hot topic 2: Numerus Fixus. The committee decided that it is necessary to investigate 

how many students each bachelor can provide by looking at the amount of teachers, lecture 

rooms etc. It’s also good to investigate if there’re rules concerning numerus fixus. Videos of 

overfull lecture halls (like Sid sent) only increased the concerns of the committee about 

bachelors getting too full. We need to dig deeper into this matter and see how many students 

each bachelor can actually provide.  

  Hot topic 3: Internalization. The committee wants to combine Numerus Fixus with 

Internalization because there’s a lot of overlap. We talked a lot about overfull lecture halls and 

classrooms and figured there is a big decision to be made: either the university makes sure 

there’s enough room for all students who are signed up for a course (which is not the case at 

this point), or we have to introduce numerus fixus in more bachelor programmes. We can’t let 

the university extract more students every year when they don’t have enough room and teachers 

for them. For this to happen Tom wants to write an unsolicited advice for the first or second 

OV introducing a rule that the Uni has to book a classroom big enough for all the students who 

are signed up for the course. Within this file we also focus on anthropology becoming an 

English bachelor, by getting in contact with the OC and examining the ‘draaiboek’. Nadya is 

going to contact Kwakiutl to get more information about the language change.  Viktoriia had 

the idea to learn more about international classrooms by setting up focusgroups.  

  Hot topic 4: honoursprogramme. Artem and Alexandra are the fileholders. CVB gave 

negative consent on limiting the students. Artem says that the quality is lower than expected. 

CSR is really vague about honours program.  

Alex says that there is no separate OC for honours program. Alex proposes that we need to look 

into trying to create a board for honoursprogram. Artem will visit the OWI-meeting about the 

honours program and update the committee. 

  Hot topic 5: OER. Alex encouraged the committee to start as early as possible with the 

OER, because it’s one of the main files. We want to make sure there’s a legally binding English 

version of it so we can work on it with as well the Dutch speaking members as the non-Dutch 

speaking members. Alex will contact Sterre about it.  
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Hot topic 6: Study-advisors. Alex wants to look into the study advisors because she 

witnessed that at communication science they only have walk-in hours. She wants to investigate 

if it’s possible to create the opportunity for students to schedule an appointment when 

necessary. 

  Hot topic 7: Course Evaluation. At the moment there is a student-teacher evaluation. 

According to Viktoriia this isn’t an effective way to evaluate because she thinks students would 

be scared to speak up due to the border between student and teacher. Viktoriia wants to work 

in focus groups, selecting random students within a program who give their opinion on the 

teacher anonymously.  

  Hot topic 8: Student involvement. Viktoriia said that the survey of the last council was 

in Dutch. Birgit suggested that we can promote FSR at Intreeweek and introductionday at the 

bachelors and have a stand there. Birgit said to Viktoriia that there is a party at the 18thof 

September in the Common Room and we can make an announcement about us there. Alex 

explains the dinner with the dean, and that it costs a lot of money. Artem says that we need to 

contact the dean about this on who is going to pay for it. 

Hot topic 9: digitalization. Tom wants the faculty to do an independent research on the 

effects of having lectures available online because at this moment the policymakers make policy 

based on their ‘own experiences’ and he thinks that this should never be the case. He wants to 

achieve a general norm within the faculty about online lectures and thinks that this can be a 

possibility since the dean mentioned during the lunch that she isn’t against online lectures.  

 

Delegate to the CSR 

It has been another busy week in the office and I want to congratulate us all with this productive 

and robust start of the year. More achievements to come! To cut a long story short, the CSR is 

currently busy with preparing agenda points for the IO and finishing our re-designed working 

agreements. All committees are carefully selecting active files and shaping well-considered 

strategies on how to present our ideas to the CvB. During last week there was a lot of hot 

discussions taking place at the PV, as well as other meetings. One of them is the CSR's 19/20 

stance towards the sustainability issue, especially towards student climate strikes (including the 

largest one in Netherlands that will take place in the Hague at the end of September) and related 

forms of activism. The Central Student Council received an offer to sign a letter to the Executive 

Board alongside with other student-led organizations (e.g. ASVA, Green Office), that reminds 

the CvB about the significance of climate issue and warns about enormous groups of students 

planning to skip classes at the day of the strike. Differing views were expressed at the PV in 

relation to the particular topic. Whereas some people think that CSR should take a lead and 

promote such events, others are concerned that signing specific letters can harm CSR's 

reputation. More discussion is expected. 

Despite our everlasting debates within the council, we are forming a very friendly and 

safe working environment, which is definitely an example for all UvA's Faculty Student 
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Councils. Even if emotions are outweighing during specific debates, always be nice to each 

other and never forget that we all have the same goal - create a better university.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

Quality funds (agenda point 19) is removed from the agenda, since it was already discussed in 

agenda point 5 (mail). With this change, the agenda is set. 

 

8. Topic 1: Council Visibility  

The Council discusses the purchase of FSR-sweaters or -hoodies in order to be more 

recognizable to the students. Sid found a web shop that can print sweaters in 24 hours. This web 

shop does not require a minimum amount of sweaters that has to be ordered. Sweaters and 

hoodies are the same price, so every council member could have the model of their own 

choosing. However, the FSR decides to order 13 of the same sweaters because the FSR would 

like to be in unity. From now on, the PR committee will complete the process by deciding on 

the price, model, etc.  

 

7. Topic 2: CoBos  

The Council is updated on the gift ideas for study associations that have invited us for their 

CoBos. Birgit mentions that we still need more guards, council members should ask around for 

them. Sid and Alex will come up with a speech for tomorrow’s cobo. We will decide to all 

weigh in with our own money to give booze to the study associations.  

190916-5: All council members recruit guards for our cobo.   

190916-6: Sid and Alex come up with a speech for the Cobo of SEC.  

190916-7: All council members sign up to the Wie betaalt wat.  

 

8. Topic 3: TAQT Training  

The Council is updated on the TAQT training dates by Sid. The council’s two TAQT trainings 

(OV-training and presentation training) will be on the 12th and 26th of October, these are 

Saturdays since there were no weekdays on which every council member was available. We are 

still waiting for a confirmation and a time from TAQT. Once the times are confirmed, Sid will 

create an appointment in the joint FSR agenda.  

 

9. Topic 4: Policy Plan 

The Council discusses themes that will be highlighted in the policy plan for FSR FMG 19/20. 

During the committee meetings, the themes that the council members would like to focus on 

were discussed, but there were no exclusive conclusions yet.  

During the lunch with the dean, inclusivity, accessibility and mental health were brought 

up as possible umbrella terms for the policy plan. Furthermore, Alex proposes to look at the 

themes that the CSR is looking into, like sustainability.  
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Tom proposes to first define the subtopics before deciding on overarching themes. Sid 

is in favour on first deciding overarching themes and filling these in in the committee meetings. 

Birgit wants to go to the committee meetings and have a good brainstorming session, in order 

to vote in PV4.  

190916-8: Ana Mar and Tom get concrete overarching themes for the policy plan from 

their committee (2 or 3 per committee) and take these themes up in their committee 

chair updates.  

In the next PV, we could work on combining the overarching themes.  

 

10. Topic 5: Budget – FSR FMG 

The budget for the FSR FMG 19/20 is discussed. Jochem approved of Ana Mar’s concept 

budget. This year, the transport costs will be higher than last year, this is because we have a lot 

of international students in our council and not everyone can travel for free in the Netherlands. 

Just like a lot of the other cost posts, the costs of the accommodations are based on what last 

year’s council spent. The cobo posts changed compared to last year and the Dag van de 

Afgezanten (day of the representatives) post changed as well.  

There will be 50 euros for office supplies, Birgit would like to make the office cosier. 

Alex would like to focus on our other costs, we can not increase the budget for the office. If we 

really want to change the office, it could be paid out of our own pocket. For the evaluation 

weekend and the transfer weekend, we could already set the budget and find an accommodation 

that fits that budget. Or we could find an accommodation first and then set the budget. The FSR 

chooses for this last option. 

The dinner with the dean-event could cost us 400 euros per event. Artem suggests to 

first look into the possibilities on this dinner: is there serious interest in this dinner among 

students? Ana Mar suggests that we could have drinks instead of the dinner. The FSR decides 

to first look into the accommodations for both weekends, after that we can make final decisions 

on the budget.  

190916-9: Alex makes sure that there is a team formed for organising the evaluation 

and transfer weekend.  

 

11. Topic 6: Budget - FMG 

The council discusses the draft budget of the FMG that was received via e-mail on 10/9/19. 

On the 30th of September, the financial taskforce will have a meeting with Michel to discuss 

our questions on the draft budget. Michel asked the FSR to let him know prior to this meeting 

what the FSR is particularly interested in discussing on this year’s budget.  

Alex would like to pose more questions on the quality funds: what was it spent on on 

faculty level? Teun does not think that the draft budget takes into account the influence of the 

report Van Rijn. The FMG is planning on breaking even this year, while there are also rumours 

on making a big loss, could we get some clarification on that? Birgit has questions on housing 

(why is the budget this high) and questions on the RPA (‘facultaire zwaartepunten’). 
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Furthermore, the reservations are vague to Birgit (should they be increased or decreased?). 

These are questions of the individual council members, not of the whole council. The committee 

O&F will pose the questions in the meeting with Michel. In the meantime, the committee will 

still be open to suggestions from the rest of the council.  

 

12. Topic 7: Diversity Officer  

The Council is updated on the payment of the rooms at CREA for the “Let me Tell you” project 

by Alex. Artem and Minou have joined the project as well.  

 

13. Topic 8: The Toilet Paper  

The Council is given an update on the progress with the toilet paper by Alex. The toilet paper 

is done, Alex kept to the structure of last year. Alex will add it to the promotion channel of our 

Slack group to get feedback from the council members.  

 

14. Topic 9: BoS Student Interview  

The Council is enlightened about Michael’s experience at the BoS Student interview. The 

interviews took a while. Two students were chosen, one of them is Dutch and one of them is 

international. It concerns an Anthropology student (which hasn’t been the case in a while) and 

a PPLE student. The Bos-students will officially start of October 1st. Michael will get in contact 

with them by that time. Michael will try to meet the BoS-students to increase the visibility of 

the FSR.  

 

15. Topic 10: OV Chart  

Nadya and Sid will be mapping out the OV cycle using a chart on the walls in the office, just 

like the FSR did last year.  

 

16. Topic 11: Office Hours  

Sid has not had a chance yet to make a schedule for office hours.  

190916-10: The DB discusses the office hours in their meeting.  

 

17. Topic 12: Day of Representatives  

The discussion about the Day of Representatives will mostly be moved until next PV. 

190916-11: All council members think about topics / statements / themes for the DoR.  

 

18. Topic 13: Dutch Lessons  

The Council is reminded that they can take Dutch lessons at the cost of the faculty. Council 

members can let Sterre know which course they would like to take (before signing up!). 

Machiavelli made handouts with options on courses, these handouts are in the office for those 

whom are interested.  
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20. Topic 14: Partnership with the FSR FdR  

There will be an in-house (on campus) sustainability proposal from FSR-FdR. Marc is setting 

up a meeting and will keep the FSR FMG updated. The FSR FEB also expressed the wish to 

collaborate with the FSR FMG. For instance, we could exchange information on how the FSRs 

keep in touch with their PC’s.  

 

21. Topic 15: Maagdenhuisday Training  

The Council shares their experience at the Maagdenhuisday Training with those who were not 

present. Alex found the training day to be very useful, Alex would like to print the files on the 

laws on medezeggenschap and to keep these files in the office. We could use these laws since 

they say (among other things) that the FSR should be informed. But in the case that information 

is in the ‘wrong’ language, is the FSR really informed?  

 

22. Any other businesses 

• The FSR would like to dine together before the cobo on the 7th of October.  

• 190916-12: The DB discusses the overarching themes of the policy plan. 

• Alex would like to move some of the PV’s discussions to the taskforces that are 

concerned with the specific discussions. 

 

23. To the CSR 

On September 27th there will be a climate strike in The Hague. Some organisations are teaming 

up to write a letter to the CvB, formally asking to give the students permission for a day off that 

Friday (in order to be able to protest).  

 

24. To the media 

Alex replied to the mail of Hahae about renovating the website. Artem thinks this will take a 

while, it will be end of November of beginning of December.  

190916-13: The PR comittee updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new 

members.  

 

21. Questions and Closing 

• Artem would like to use the raising of hands and keeping track responding during the 

PV. Raising one finger means bringing in a new argument, raising two fingers is 

bringing in a follow up. We will discuss this in next week’s PV.  

• Birgit would like to have a longer time in the agenda dedicated to the DoR in next 

week’s PV.  

• Alexandra closes the meeting at 12:58.  

 

Action list 
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190916-1: Minou translates the organisation chart to English.  

190916-2: The PR-committee changes our Facebook header into our group picture.  

190916-3: Ana Mar points out who is going to send a reflection to the COR on the spending of 

the quality funds at faculty level (deadline October 1st).  

190616-4: Taskforce PR posts the Create a course challenge on our social media (after the group 

picture is posted (by wednesday)).  

190916-5: All council members recruit guards for our cobo.   

190916-6: Sid and Alex come up with a speech for the Cobo of SEC.  

190916-7: All council members sign up to the Wie betaalt wat.  

190916-8: Ana Mar and Tom get concrete overarching themes for the policy plan from their 

committee and take these themes up in their committee chair updates.  

190916-9: Alex makes sure that there is a team formed for organising the evaluation and transfer 

weekend.  

190916-10: The DB discusses the office hours in their meeting.  

190916-11: All council members think about topics / statements / themes for the DoR.  

190916-12: The DB discusses the overarching themes of the policy plan. 

190916-13: The PR comittee updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new 

members.  

190909-1: Tom will put the finalized version of the working agreements in the Google Drive  

190909-2: Teun will make a folder for the transfer in the Google Drive.  

190909-3: Michael contacts the BoS selection board to inquire about the time and place. 

190909-4: Robin sends the organisation chart FMG to the council members.  

190909-5: Alex posts the group pictures on 10 september.  

190909-6: Sid looks into whether there are extra costs for having different kinds of sweaters in 

one order and emails this information to Ana Mar.  

190909-7: Alex and Nadya create a presentation that the FSR can give during lectures.  

190909-8: Sid looks into the availability of the council members, the DB determines the times 

for the (try-out) office hours.  

190909-9: The PR taskforce sends out an official invitation for the CoBo.  

190909-10: Sid will make a datumprikker for the TAQT trainings 

190909-11: Tom and Ana Mar discuss the policy plan with their committees (plans for every 

file, priorities, overarching themes). 

190909-12: Tom responds to the mail on the meeting for PC-members of Social Sciences and 

puts Robin and Alex in the CC. 

190909-13: Alex asks Marieke whether it is possible that the FSR is paid back for the rent of 

CREA studios.  

190909-14: Ana Mar will write an update on the budget training and on the taskforce budget 

and send this to the PV thread.  

190909-15: Every council member informs the DB on whether he/she will be going to the 

ASVA board day.  
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190909-16: Alexandra adds the division of the PC’s to the file division document. 

190909-17: Alex will have logo for the sweaters made by Friday 

190909-18: The promotion task force will have the toilet paper made this week.  

190830-12: All council members divide the programme committees amongst themselves. 

190830-13: PR publishes a message for the old council to say goodbye and for introducing the 

new council by the evening of 9 september.  

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: De updates van de voorzitter, afgevaardigde en commissievoorzitters moeten 

uiterlijk 24 uur voor de PV verstuurd worden. 

160426-8: De AS stuurt mails over OWI-overleg door onder de noemer Vertrouwelijk. 

160915-1: P&M houdt intern een promotieschema bij en houdt de PV op de hoogte. 

161027-1: Iedereen machtigt iemand als zij afwezig zijn bij de PV met een mail aan het DB. 

161013-3: Iedereen denkt na over een tijdspad van zijn/haar dossiers en bespreekt deze in de 

CV’s. 

162112: Als de FSR FMG iets bespreekt met onderwijsdirecteuren dat relevant is voor het 

domein, moet dat worden gecommuniceerd naar de desbetreffende OC/ODC. 

170117-8: Iedereen let op het feit dat OC’s soms deels Engels zijn en dus alle communicatie 

met hen in het Nederlands én Engels moet. 

170124-1: De AS beantwoordt iedere mail dat het wordt doorgespeeld aan de dossierhouder en 

deze hierop zal antwoorden. 

170124-2: Iedereen zet de AS in de CC met terugmailen. 

171013-7: Iedereen zet updates van werkgroepen in een reply to all in de PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Iedereen leest voor de PV de CSR-agenda. 

171212-2: Iedereen houdt zijn/haar dossierarchief bij op de drive. 

171212-5: Iedereen liket de FB-posts. 

190212-7: Alle OC-toehoorders vragen of de OC zijn adviezen doorstuurt naar de FSR. 

 


